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MECHANICS OF CUTTING AND BORING

FOREWORD

There are a multitude of tasks that involve the cutting, drilling, or excavating of
natural ground materials and massive structural materials. The required technology
var ies with the properties of the materials and with the scale of operations, but a
broad distinction can be made on the basis of the strength, cohesion , and duct ility
of the material that is to be worked. In weak materials that have little cohesion
(e.g. typical soiis) the forces and energy levels required for separation and disaggre.
gation are often small compared with the forces and energy levels required for
acceleration and transport, and mater ials handling technology dominates the con-
sideration. By contrast, in strong materials that exhibit brittle fracture character-
istics (e.g. rock, concrete, ice, frozen ground) the forces and energy levels required
for cutting and breaking are high compared with those required for handling the
broken material, and the technical emphasis is on cutting and breaking processes.

CRREL has long been concerped with excavating and drill ing in ice and
frozen ground, and over the past decade systematic research has been directed to
this technical area. The research has covered a wide range of established technolo-
gies and novel concepts but, for short term applications, interest has necessarily
centered on special developments of proven concepts. In particular, there has been
considerable concern with direct mechanical cutting applied to excavation, cutting,
and drilling of frozen soils, glacier ice, floating ice, and dense snow. During the
course of this work, numerous analyses and design exercises have been undertaken,
and an attempt is now being made to develop a systematic analytical scheme that
can be used to facilitate future work on the mechanics of cutting and boring
machines.

In the industrial sector, rock-cutting machines are usually designed by applying
standard engineering methods in conjunction with experience gained during evolu-
tion of successive generations of machines. This is a very sound approach for gradu-
al progressive development, but it may not be appropriate when there are require-
ments for rapid development involving radical departures from established perform-
ance characteristics, or for operations in unusual and unfamiliar materials. A
distinct alternative is to design more or less from first principles by means of
theoretical or experimental methods, but this alternative may not be practicaliy
feasible in its more extreme form.

There are numerous difficulties in attempting a strict sc ientific approach to the
design of rock-cutting machines. The relevant theoretical rock mechanics is likely
to involve controversial fracture theories and failure criteria, and to call for detailed
material properties that are not normally available to a machine designer. Direct
experiments are costly and time-consuming, and experimental data culled from the
literature may be unsuitable for extrapolation, especially when (as is sometimes the
case) they are described by relationships that violate the basic physics of the prob-
1cm. Comprehensive mechanical analyses for rock-cutting machines have not yet
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evolved, and while established design principles for metal-cutting machine tools
may be helpful, they do not cover all pertinent aspects. For example, there are
usually enormous differences in forces and power levels between machine tools
and excavating machines, and force components that can be almost ignored in a
relativel y rigid machine too l may be crucial design factors for large mobile rock
cutters that are highly compliant.

In dealing with cold regions problems where neither outrig ht empiricism nor
highly speculative theory seem appropriate , some compromise approaches have
been adopted. While simple and practical, these methods have proved usefu l for
analysis and design of cutting and boring machines working under a wide range of
conditions in diverse materials, and it seems possible that they might form the basis
for a general analytical scheme. The overall strategy is to examine the kinematics,
dynamics and energetics for both the cutting tool and the complete machine
according to a certain classification, adhering as far as possible to strict mechanical
principles, but holding to a minimum the requirements for detailed information on
the properties of the material to be cut.

Kinematics deals with the inherent relationships defined by the geometry and
motion of the machine and its cutting tools, without much reference to the prop-
erties of the material being cut. Dynamics deals with forces acting on the machine
and its cutting tools, taking into account machine characteristics, operating pro-
cedures, wear effects, and material properties. Energetics deals largely with specific
energy relationships that are determined from power considerations Involving forces
and velocities in various parts of the system, taking into account properties of the
materials that are being cut.

These mechanical principles are applied in accordance with a classification based
on the characteristic motions of the major machine element and the actual cutting
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tools, as illustrated above. Machines are classified as transverse rotation, axial rota-
tion, or continuous belt, w hile the acnon of cutting tools is divided into parallel
motion and normal indentation.

Transverse rotation devices turn about an ax is that is perpendicular to the direc-
t ion of advance , as in c ircular saws. The category includes such things as bucket-
wheel trenchers and excavators , pavement planers, rotary-drum graders, large disc

saws for rock and concrete, certa in types of tunneling machines, drum shearers,
continuous miners, ripping booms, some rotary snowplows, some dredge cutter-
heads, and var ious special-purpose saws, millers and routers. Axial rotation devices
turn about an axis that is paraliel to the direction of advance, as in dril ls. The
category includes such things as rotary drills, augers and shaft-s inking machines,
r~ rers , ful l-face tunnel boring machines, corers, trepanners, some face miners,

io types of snowplows. Continuous belt machines represent a special form
rse rotation device, in wh ich the rotor has been changed to a linear ele-

~i chain saw . The category includes “digger chain ” trenchers, ladder

~s, coal saws, shale saws, and sim ilar devices.

In tool action, parallel motion denotes an active stroke that is more or less paral-
lel to the surface that is being advanced by the tool , i.e. a planing action. Tools
wor king this way include drag bits for rotary drills and rock-cutting machines; picks
for mining and tunneling machines; teeth for ditching and dredging buckets; trencher
blades; shearing blades for rotary drills, surface planers, snowp lows, etc.; diamond
edges for drills and wheels; and other “abrasive” cutters. Normal indentation de-
notes an act ive strcke that is more or less normal to the surface that is being ad-
vanced, i.e. one which gives a pitting or cratering effect such as might be produced
by a stone chisel driven perpendicular to the surface. Tools working this way in-
clude roller rock bits for drills, tunneling machines, raise borers, reamers, etc.; disc
cutters for tunneling machines; and percussive bits for drills and impact breakers.

A few machines and operations do not fit neatly into this classification. For ex-
ample , certain roadheaders and ripping booms used in mining sump-in by axial
rotation and produce largely by transverse rotation, and there may be some question
about the classification of tunnel re~mers and tapered rock bits. However , the
classification is very satisfactory for general mechanical analysis.

Complete treatment of the mechanics of cutting and boring is a lengthy task,
and in order to expedite publication a series of reports dealing with various aspects
of the problem will be printed as they are completed. The main topics to be covered
in this series are:

1. Kinematics of transverse rotation machines (Special Report 226, May 1975)
2. Kinematics of axial rotation machine s (CRREL Report 76-16, June 1976)
3. Kinematics of continuous belt machines (CRREL Report 76-17, June 1976)

4. Dynamics and energetics of parallel-motion tools (CRREL Report 77-7, April 1977)
5. DynamIcs and energetics of normal indentation tools

6. Dynamics and energetics of transverse rotation machines
7. Dynamics and energetics of axial rotation machines

8. Dynamics and energetics of continuous belt machines.



MECHANICS OF CUTTING AND BORING
PART 6: DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS OF TRANSVERSE ROTATION MACHINES

by

Malcolm Mellor

Introduction

This report deals with forces, torques, energy requ irements and power demands in transverse-
rotat ion cutting machines. Examples and illustrations of such machines are given in Part I of this
series; all employ a rotary cutting unit that revolves about an axis perpendicular to the direction of
advance, and virtually all machines of the class utilize parallel-motion tools as the basic cutting ele-
ments.

Kinematic factors controlled by the geometry and motion of a transverse-rotation machine are
dealt with in Part 1. Cutting forces and energy requirements for parallel-motion tools are treated
in Part 4, but wi thout reference to the various types of machines on which they might be mounted.
Th is repo~t draws on the information of Parts 1 and 4, and goes on to develop relationships that
descr ibe the Jynamics and energetics of the complete cutting system. The main emphasis is on
relationships embodying simple parameters that are likely to be available to a machine designer.

The first aim is to examine the forces of individual cutting tools when they are mounted on a
rotor, and then to determine how an assembly of tools affects the torque and the axle forces for
the rotor as a whole. This leads to estimates of the thrust or traction requirements for the rotor
carr iage in terms of rotor torque, and to estimates of the required thrust or reaction in a direction
normal to the traverse plane. The power/weight ratio of a machine provides some indication of the
balance between power, traction and reaction, and appropriate data compilations are useful for
reference . Another factor to be considered in the design of a rotor carriage is the moment devel-
oped by the cutt ing system, since this affects the weight and balance requirements for a mobile
machine.

Energy utilization can be assessed in terms of energy consumed per unit volume of excavation,
taking account of ho~v the total energy is distributed among the various subsystems and sources of
loss. As a practical matter , work and energy are usually accounted for in terms of rate of working
or power, and specific energy is obtained by relating power to volumetric excavation rate. Energet ic
eff iciency can be examined further by comparing specific energy with the strength of the work
material, the intention being to obtain a dimensionless index of performance that compares be-
havior of differei,t machines in the same material or, alternatively, behavior of a given machine in
different materials. Another useful parameter for comparing machines is the power density of the
cutting element, defined as the power applied per unit area of the cutting surface.

Finally, estimates have to be made for the power that goes into accelerating and eiecting cuttings
and, if the machine Is to be operated underwater, into overcoming fluid drag on all the rotor sur-
faces.

t 
______________________________________________
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Figure 1. Definition of symbols.

Terminology

Some of the termino logy used in this report has already been listed in Parts 1 and 4. Additional
terms are given below.

Tool forces, or cutter forces , are the forces developed by the individual cutting tools during the
cutt ing process. The resultant force on a tool can be resolved into tangential and radial components
f0 and 1R w ith respect to the rotor on which they are mounted (Fig. 1). These components cor-
respond approximately to the tangential and normal components f1 and f~ that are discussed in
Part 4. Since the chipping depth Q varies systematically through the working sweep on a transverse -
rotation machine , f0 and 

~R are functions of angular pos ition 0. If a tool is symmetrical in the
sense that side rakes are equal (or zero), there is not likely to be a significant side component f~
(orthogonal to f~ and ER), but there is some possibility of a finite f5 when a tool is working parallel
to a rel ieving kerf, as discussed in Part 4.

The ratio of tool force components K is 
~R/~e, i.e. the rat io of the radial component to the

tangential component. It is the tangent of the angle between the resultant cutting force and the
tangential direction. In practical terms, it gives a measure of the sharpness of the tool , with high
values of K indicating blunt or worn tools. For most purposes in this report, K is assumed to be
invariant with the chipping depth of the tool.

Rotor cutting torque T is the net torque developed by the rotary cutting unit when it applies
tangential cutting forces to the tool tips at constant speed. The externally applied torque required
to overcome bearing friction, gear or transmission losses, and windage (or fluid resistance when
cutt ing underwater) is not normally included, nor is the torque required to accelerate the rotor. In
some c ircumstances it is not possible to separate cutting forces from the tangential forces required
to accelerate chips or cuttings, and so the net rotor torque will often inciude the effects of chip
ejec tion.

Torque force F~ is the tangential force given by F~ 
= T/R , where R is the radius of the rotor to

the tool tips. At any instant it is equal to the sum of the tangential cutting forces f8 that are being
applied at radius R by all the active tools.

Axle forces on the rotor are the forces developed on the axle by the cutting process. The
resultant axle force at any instant is given by a summation of the vector cutting forces on all the
active tools. The resultant axle force can be resolved into orthogonal components that are :
1) parallel to the direction of advance, 2) normal to the primary free surface, and 3) parallel to the
rotor axis. The component parallel to the rotor axis should be zero for a symmetrical rotor that is
dynamically balanced about the mid-section. The component parallel to the direction of advance
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H, which is often horizontal , equals the sum of the components of f~ and 
~R resolved in that

direction . The component normal to the primary free surface V, which is often vertical , equals
the sum of the components of l~) and TR reso lved in the same normal direction.

The tractive thrust of a machine is the force developed parallel to the direction o~ .~dvance in
order to overcome cutting resistance. It equals the axle force component H. When the rotary cut-
ting unit is mounted on a self-propelled vehicle , the tractive thrust is the net forward force developed
by the wheels or crawler tracks , i.e. the ‘drawbar pull.”

The down thrust of a machine , which may be positive or negative , is the force perpendicular to
the traverse direction that is required to maintain the rotary cutting unit at the required operating
depth. It is equal to the ax le force component V. When the rotary cutting unit is mounted on~
self-propelled vehicle, the available down thrust is limited by the weight and balance of the maci~ine.

Machine power P can be partitioiied broadly as rotor power 
~R, thrust power 

~H’ and powe
IOSS PL. The rotor power is the power consumed by the rotor for cutting, i.e. 

~R = w T= 2irfl =
2irRfF1, where c~. and fare angular velocity and angular frequency respect ively. The thrust power
is the net power used to overcome cutting resistance in the direction of advance , i.e. 

~H UH, where
U is the advance speed of the machine. The power loss is the power that does not contribute directly
to the cutting process. Power loss could include power used in windmilling the rotor against bearing
friction and air res istance or water resistance. It could include transmission losses (mechanical ,
hydraulic or electrical) in the rotor drive and/or the vehicle drive train. It could also include power
consumed in overcoming externa l trac k or wheel resistance on the carrier vehicle , or in recycl ing
cuttings on the rotor. For present purposes, power loss can also be used as a catchall to include
power consumed in other necessary functions that are not directly contributing to the cutting
process, e.g. conveyors, actuators , lighting, fans, sprays.

The power density of a cutting rotor is a term used here to denote the rotor power per unit area
of cutt ing surface, i.e. power density Q is PR/ RO m B, where °m = coc 1 11 — (dIR) I and B is rotor
width. Since °m is normally an operat ing variable, an arb itrary definition of nominal power density
is taken as a basis for comparison of machines; making °m = ir/2, nominal power density is 2P R/ 1rRB.

The specific energy of a cutting machine is the energy consumed per unit volume of material re-
moved. Alternatively, it is the power consumption divided by the volumetric removal rate. The
overall specific energy for a complete machine is based on the total machine power, i.e. it is P/ i =
(
~ R + + 

~L )/i~ where i~ is the volumetric excavation rate. The process specific energy for cutting
is based on the actual power used for the cutting process, i.e. it is (

~R +

Forces on individual cutters

Each cutting tool on a rotor develops a cutting force that is determined mainly by tool geometry,
rock properties and operating conditions, especially chipping depth, as described in Part 4 of this
series. The cutting force can be resolved into radial and tangential components f~ and f8 (Fig. 1);
these are approximately equivalent to the normal and tangential components f~ and 

~ 
that were

discussed in Part 4, provided that U/u i is small. For a particular type of tool working in a given
isotropic material , tR and f0 are functions of chipping depth 2; as a general approximation, they
can be expressed as

1R k R (Q/ r) ° (1)

f6 = k8 (Q/ r) ” (2)
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,rR/’.O ~‘k R/ k e (PJr)°~ ’ (3)

where kR and k9 are proport ionality constants with dimensions of force (embodying effects of tool
geometry and roc k properties), r is the radius of curvature of the tool tip (used here only as a
normalizing constant to make 2 dimensionless), and a and b are dimensionless exponents. Some
characteristics of a and b can be deduced from the data compiled in Part 4. These data show force
components either proportional to £, or approx imately proportional to some fractional power of 2.
They also show 

~~~ 
(i.e. 

~R/~o ) decreasing slowly with increase of 2, from a value that is approxi-
mately equal to unity when 2 is small, i.e. 1R/~O 1 when 2 ~ r. Hence it might be reasoned that

a d  bd . 1

a d b

a ” b .

The chipping depth 2 is a function of the rotational frequency of the rotor f, the forward travel
speed U, the number of tracking cuttersn, and the angular position 0 (see Part 1):

2 ’~~L sin 0 . (4)

Thus, for a given set of operating conditions, the chipping depth of each individual tool increases in
proportion to sin 0. W ith a typical upmilling rotor, the variation is from practically zero at the point
of entry, up to a maximum that occurs at the point of exit when ° max < ir/2, and at 0 = ir/2 when
Omax > ~/2.

To simplify the discussion of tool force variations during the course of one rotor revolution,
assume that a = b = 1, i.e. assume that cutting forces are directly proportional to chipping depth
(this is a realistic assumption for some conditions — see Part 4). Under this assumption

1R ‘~k R~~ ~~~~ ~~~ - sin 0 (5)
r r fn

f k ~~- —~~ -
~~~ sin 0 ‘68 0 r r fn

(7)

Since 1R and f~ are proportional, it is only necessary to treat one component; f0 is selected, as it
relates directly to the torque of the rotor.

Consider first the situation where there is only one cutting tool on a “thin” rotor of radius R,
i.e. n = 1 (Fig. 2a). The tangential tool force varies as

sin0. (8)

t
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Figure 2. VariatIon of tool force f with angular posItion 0 for different num-
bers of tracking cutters (assuming f,, proportional to 2,).

If the rotor is slot milling, f0 rises from zero at 0 = C to a maximum at0 = ir/2 , before decreasing
back to zero and then remaining zero for half a revolution (Fig. 2a). If the rotor is upmilling while
set into the work to depth d, f, drops abruptly to zero atO = coc1 

~1 — (d IR)] ,  as shown in Figure
2a.

Next, consider the situation where there are two diametrically opposed cutting tools, but all
other conditions remain the same. This time the values off, are only one-half the corresponding
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values for the single-cutter case, but there are two tool passes through the work for each revolu-
tion of the rotor (Fig. 2b).

In general, with n tools spaced uniformly around the rotor there are n tool passes through
the work for each revolution, and each tool experiences a tangential force of

= ~~~~- 

~~ 
sin 0 = f, n (9)

where f, = 

~~~~~~~~ ~ 
i.e. the maximum tangential force at 0 = ir/2 when there is only one

cutter.

At any given time, the number of cutting tools in the work is the in teger given by

O m ‘7 cos~ [1 — (dIR ))

when the residual is ignored.

The total tangential force acting on the perimeter of the rotor at any given time is the sum
of the individual tangential tool forces.

So far, no mention has been made of the force fluctuations that occur as discrete chips are
cut from a brittle material. The tool forces used above are mean values foi ~ given chipping
depth. It is appropriate to take such mean values when computing overall rotor forces or power
levels, since peak values of chipping forces for individual tools are randomized with respect to
position and time on a multi-tool rotor. However, when individual tool forces are being con-
sidered, say for the design of tools or tool mounts, then the computed mean values should be
multiplied by a suitable factor to obtain peak values (see Part 4 for details).

Torque force and tool force
The sum of the tangential tool forces at any given time gives a torque force F~ that has to be

overcome by the applied torque of the rotor under constant speed conditions (ignoring for the
time being angular accelerations or inertial flywheel effects). When there are only a few tools on
the rotor (n is small), F~ can be obtained by calculating the values of f8 for each of the tools in
the work ~ ,d summing them, plotting the results against angular position to obtain variation of
F~ with position or time. However, when there are many tools in the work together, and F

~does not vary significantly with position or time, an integral expression for F5 is more convenient.
First, some explanation is called for when it is assumed that many tools are working at a

given time, since on real machines the number of tracking cutters n at any given cross section of
the rotor is often three or less, Suppose that the cutters on a wide, rigid drum rotor are dis-
posed in m rings across the width of the drum, and that there are n uniformly spaced cutters in
each ring (Fig. 3). If the m rings are arranged so as to stagger systematically with respect to
neighboring rings (i.e. the rings are twisted so as to set the cutters along n helices), then a side
view of the drum would show mn cutters uniformly spaced around the perimeter, If the cutters
are arranged to give uniform dispersion over the drum surface, as is usual, then the calculation of
F~ can be based on a summation of forces for the proportion of the mn cutters that are in the
work together. However, this procedure is not identical to an assumption that the rotor has mn

tracking cutters, since each cutter chips to a depth that is appropriate to a ring of only n cutters.
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n Cutt irs per revolution in eoch ring
m Rings of cutters ocross the widt h of the rotor

e.g. n~4, m.8

Figure 3. Simple layout of cutters along n helices.

With mn cutters spaced around the rotor, each cutter accounts for an angular interval of
2w/mn, and the tangential cutting force per unit angle, f~, is

f ’ — fe 110 - 2w/mn

where

f•
. ~~ sin0 f,2!!i . (12)

The total tangential force, or torque force, is thus

=m ~~~~
. 

~ [ sin OdO (13)

i.e.

(14)
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where u1 is the tangential velocity of the rotor. It might be mentioned again that r is a constant
in this context (k 0 is a function of r) .

Looked at in another way, F5 is equal to the value of 
~ 

that would be obtained by substi-
tuting 2 = md ( U/ u 5~ in eq 6.

In principle, the rotor torque T could be estimated from a laboratory test that uses a single
tool to define the relationship between f8 and 2. Alternatively, the mean force for a single tool
at a given angular position could be estimated from field measurements of torque T or power

on the rotor, recalling that

T = F 5R =  ~~~~~~ - (15)

and

— 
Q~ F5 — 

£~ T 
— ________ = 

28 ‘~R (lc0 - md( U/u~) 
- 

md (U/ u t)R  
- 

md((J/u 5 ) 2ir~T mdU -

S It is ai~,u instructive to express f0 as

f = 2!~&. sin 0 F = 2w sinO T = ~R sinO 
(17)0 nmd nmd nmdf

For dIR ~ 1, maximMm tool forces occur at the maximum value of 0. At this maximum, (sin 0)/ c l
= [ ( 2 R / d ) _ 1 ] ½ / R , and

2irT [( 2R/ d) - 1 
= ~ R [ (2R/ d) - 1] 18inn R mnf R

where (f,) is the maximum value of time-averaged tangential tool force. This is an important
result, in that it gives a very practical method for estimating maximum tool force.

From these expressions and from Figure 4, it can be seen that maximum tool forces increase as
the cutting depth d decreases at a fixed power level (stall torqur can be thrown on fewer and fewer
teeth). It can also be seen that tool forces are inversely proportional to rotor speed at a fixed
power level (power = force x velocity). Tool forces are, of course, inversely proportional to the
number of teeth on the rotor, mn, all other things being equal. These may seem very obvious
points, but they are in total contradiction to the intuitivi ideas of some equipment operators, who
tend to tackle difficult cutting conditions timidly, with minimal cutting depth 0 and low rotor
speed f. During a program that involved testing of a large disc saw in coarse frozen gravel, the cutting
teeth were able to survive severe cutting conditions for 15 minutes with dIR = 0.62, but when the
machine was operated aj d/R 0.14, ‘/~ of the cutting teeth were virtually destroyed in 1 minu~ .

Forces on the rotor axis
Continuing with the analysis of rotor forces, the next major goal is to relate tool forces to forces

on the rotor axis, still assuming that tool forces are directly propor~ional to chipping depth.
Under normal circumstances a symmetrical rotor on a transverse rotation machine has no net side

— 
force acting parallel to the axis. The resultant force that acts normal to the rotation axis is, in
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3
d/R

Figure 4. VarIation of (
~9) max 

with cutting depth d.

general, inclined at some finite angle to the travel direction, and it is convenient to resolve that
force into components H and V, which are parallel and normal to the travel direction respectively
(Fig. 1).

When the rotor has many tools acting at the same time, as described above, each tool force can

be divided by the angular increment over which it acts in order to give force per unit angle, f~ and
4. At any angular position 0 the unit forces in the tangential and radial directions are

i,.. f8 k0 ~ sin0 ... ár m sinO 1190 2w/mn r T 2w/ rn * 2w

and

— 
1R kR U sin 0 kR f m sin 0 (20)R 2w/mn r f~~ 7~ k 8 * 2w

On each angular increment of the cutting perimeter (dO ) there are radial and tangential forces,
4 and f~ respectively. These forces can be resolved parallel to, and normal to, the travel direction.
For an upmilling rotor, resolution gives:

Parallel to travel direction 4 sin O dO + t cos 0 dO

Normal to travel direction 4 cosO dO — f sinO do.

The forces on the axis of the upmilling rotor, H and V, are obtained by summing, or integrating, the
S resolved incremental components:

A
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Hf  (4 sin0+ f ~ coso )d0

= sin2 0 + sin 0 cos O) dO

(21)

=~~~ f. (0 — sinO cosO) + s~n2 OJ
m

= 
F5 Ik R R 0 

kR 
~1 d\ f2R _ 1\~ +

2 1k, d m k0 ~ R)kd / I,~ R

0 rfl

v f  (4 cosO — f ~sin 0)dO

Jm 
(
~~

_ sin O cos O_ sin 2O) dO

(22)

..~L f [.t?~ sin2 0 —  (0 _ sin o coso)J
m

= 
F5 [k R í2 d \ R o + — 

d\/2R 1V”
2 1k, ~, R) d~ 

m 
~ R/~~~ /

in which °m = coc1 [1 — (d/R)), and kR/k, is a constant, consistent with the assumpt ions of eq 5-
eq 7. H is positive when thrust applied by the machine is in the ditection of travel, and V is positive
when thrust applied by the machine is downward into the work.

For a climb milling rotor, the resolved incremental forces are:

Parallel to travel direction 4 sin 0 dO — f~ cos O dO

Normal to travel direction 4 cos 0 dO + f~ sin 0 dO

and the forces on the axis of the climb milling rotor, Hand V, are :

,, =f (% sinO_ I cosO)dO

(23)

4I~ 5 O m 1(1 ) 1)~~~~(2~~~ )J
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A Upmilling.K=1.0 ,H/F5 G Climb milling, K = 0.7, H/F 5
B Upmilléng. K= 1.0, V/ F5 H Climb milling. K = 0.7, V/ F5
C Upnullung, K 0.7, H/F5 H is posiftve when thrust applied by
0 Upmilling, K = 0.7, V/ Ft machine ii in direction of travel
E Climb milling. K = 1.0, H/Ft V is positive when thrust applied by

machine is downward
F Climb milling, K = 1.0, V/Ft

Figure 5. Variation of axle force components H and V with cutting depth d, assuming constant
torque. The curves give H ond V for upmllllng and climb milling with 4 dIfferent values of K,

~ suming f, and f,1 proportion at to 2.

(4 cos O+t’~sin O) d6

(24)

= i[ 4 (2~~~~)4 ~~ øm ( i 1~f i )~1.
The results of eq 21-24 ac shown graphically in Figure 5, where H/F and V/Fare plotted

against d/R for four different values of k R/ k. ( K) in both the upmilling and climb milling modes
of operation. The influence of the ratio k R/ k. ii shown more directly Ii’ Figure 6, where H/F 5
and V/F 5 ac plotted against k R/ k. ( K) for three values of dIR in the upmilling and climb milling
modes.

-. —-S~ 5— -~ -~ —— —--——
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A Upmilling, K = 2.0, H/F 5 E Climb milling, K = 2.0, H/F 1
B Upmilling, K = 2.0, V/F t F Climb milling, K = 2.0, V/ F 1
C Upmilling, K = 4.0, H/F 5 G Climb milling. K = 4.0, H/F t
0 Upmilling, K = 4.0, V/F 5 H Climb milling, K = 4.0, V/ F t

1’.

Figure 5 (cont ’d). Variation of axle force components H and V with cutting depth d, assuming
const ant torque. The curves give H and V for upmilling and climb milling with 4 different values
of K, assumIng I~ and f~ proportional to 2.

Tractive thrust and down thrust
The axle force H, which is parallel to the direction of travel, determines the tractive thrust needed

to feed the rotor through the work. In the case of mobile machines, such as iarge disc saws, wheel
ditchers, or drum planers, the available tractive thrust from the carrier vehicle can set the limit of
performance for an upmilling rotor. For example, the vehicle may reach its maximum traction
(drawbar pull) and spin its tracks before the rotor feed rate is high enough to draw maximum power
or to develop maximum torque. In the following discussion, H will be referred to in dimensionless
terms in the form of H/F 5, and to give this clearer meaning it will be assumed that F~ is the maxi-
mum value that can be developed when the rotor is putting out maximum torque, or is developing
its maximum power, i.e.

F5 (F S) m Tma JR = Pm~~I(2wR I) (25)

where 
~m,.x is the maximum value of net rotor power.

-
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The axle force V, which is perpendicular to the direction of travel and to the work surface , deter-
mines the down thrust needed to maintain a given depth of cut d. On mobile machines this down
thrust is often provided by hydraulic actuators , and an upper limit to positive down thrust is set by
the wei ght and balance of the whole machine, l i the force V exceeds the thrust capability of the
actuators or the available reaction , then cutting depth d or forward speed U will have to change in
order to limit I.’. As with II , the force V will be discussed in dimensionless terms as V/ F t, aga in
assuming that F5 is a f ixed value set by operation of the machine at its maximum levels of torque
and power .

Suppose a machine is fitted with sharp new cutting teeth that develop resultant cutting forces
inclir,ed at 45 ’ to their tangential directions : 1R /

~~ 
= k R/ k o = K = 1.0. The rotor is upmilling,

and it is operated so as to utilize the full power available to the rotor , i.e. the forward speed U is
kept ‘ust below the value that would stall the rotor or cause it to drop off from the peak of the
torque curve. With the rotor just touch ing the work surface , i.e. wit h d close to zero, the resistance
to forward motion H/ F 1 would be close to 1, and t he required downthrust V/ F 5 would also be close
to  1 (Fig. 5a, curves A and B). Setting the rotor deeper into the work would produce an increase in
H/ F 1 (as might be expected intuit ively) and a decrease in V/F 1 (which may not be obvious). The
increase in H/ F 1 is not very great; a maximum value of H/ F 5 1.37 is reached when the rotor is set
to a depth equal to about 50% of the effective radius, i.e. at dIR = 0.5. The value of H/ F 1 then fails
off again if d is further increased . The vertical thrust V/F 1 fal ls off very significantl y as d is in-
creased , and at dIR = 0.5 , V/F 1 = 0.13. If d is increased even more, V continues to decrease ,
dropping to zero at d/ R = 0.64 and then becoming negative at greater depths. This means that for
dIR 0.64 the rotor is rending to pull itself down into the work , and the thrust actuators have to
hold it back in order to maintain a fixed cutt ing depth. In principle, the depth at which V changes
from positive to negative is an indication of the value of K for the cutting tools. In some field tests
of a rotary drum road planer that were supervised by the writer , the operator of the mac hine was
able to sense the changeover from positive to negative down thrust at a value of d/R = 0.46; ignoring
the we ight of the drum, this implied that K for the cutters was approximately 0.78, a cred ible value
for the sharp-edged tools then in use.

Going back to the original illustration, if the same machine changes from the upmilling mode to
the climb milling mode (by reversing the travel direction of the machine, not by reversing the rota-
tion of the rotor), then the forces become very different. W ith the rotor just touching the surface
of the wor k (d almost zero) the required down thrust would be the same as for the previous case,
but the horizontal force would have changed direction to H/ F 1 = —1 , i.e. the rotor would be trying
to propel the machine (Fig. 5a, curves E and F) . Setting the rotor deeper in the work would de~
crease the self-propelling tendency, and the thrust H would change from negative to positive at a
rotor depth of dIR = 0.64. Vertical thrust V/F 5 would increase to a maximum of 1 .37 at d/R = 0.5
before slowly decreasing again with further increase in d. In this case the depth at which H changes
from positive to negative is an indicator of the effective value of K (pushing or pulling the cutting
machine through a dynamometer would give the critical depth). However, deep cutting and
aggressive attack in the climb milling mode are usually not very pract ical due to severe vibrations
as the cutters enter the work with maximum chipping depth.

Returning to consideration of the same machine in the upmilling mode, assume that tool wear
has increased the value of K (i.e. 

~R /
~o) to 2. Atd  = 0, H/F 5 would start at 1.0, as it did with the

unworn teeth, but it would increase mar kedly as d increased , reaching a value of 2 at dIR = 0.55
and atta ining a maximum value of almost 2.1 at d/ R = 0.9 (Fig. Sb, curve A). The down thrust
V/ F 1 would start off from a value of 2, i.e. twice as big as the value for the unworn teeth, It would
decrease as d increased, failing to a value of V/F 5 = 1.0 at d/ R = 0.425, and not changing from
positive to negative until reaching a depth of d/ R = 1.18 (Fig. Sb, curve B).

The effec t of K, which reflects tool geometry and especially the geometric changes wrought by
wear, is shown more directly in Figure 6, where H/ F 5 and V/F 1 are given as functions of K for three
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F~w ~ Variation of axle force components H and V tilth K,
asswn/ng constant torque end tool force components proportional

to Q.
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different va lues of d/R. For shallow cutting with dIR = 0.15 (Fig. 6a), the effect of K on H is not
dramatic. In upmi lling, H/ F 1 increases from 1 .28 to 1.64 as K increases from I to 2, and in climb
milling H/ F 1 changes from —0.5 7 to —0.21 as K increases from 1 to 2. There is a much stronger
effect on V. In upmilling, V/ F 5 increases from 0.57 to 1.5 as K changes from 1 to 2 , and in climb
milling V/ F 1 increases from 1.28 to 2.2 as K changes from 1 to 2. For deep cutting with dIR =

0.75 (Fig. 6b), both H and V change by approximately the same amount as K changes. In upmilling,
an increase of K from 1 to 2 increases H/F1 from 1.34 to 2.06 and increases V/ F 1 from — 0.9 to
+0.53. In climb milling, an increase of K from 1 to 2 increases H/F 5 from 0.09 to 0.81 and V/ F 5
from 1.34 to 1.97. For slot milling with dIR = 2.0 (Fi g. 6c), K has no effect on V, but H/ F 5 in-
creases markedly, a change of K from 1 to 2 increasing H/ F 1 from 0.78 to 1.57.

On the subject of slot milling, it may be well to draw attention to the side force ± V. From eq
22 and 24, the slot milling side force V~ is

•1~ Pv = ± ! L F = ± ~~~~~_ = ± —  , (26)
IT 4 1  4 R  8Rf

One research group making experimental studies of slot milling in floating ice sheets completely
ignored the existence of a side force , even though that force could (and did) derail the test carriage .
Such an oversight would hardly occur after practical experience with a woodworking power router.

Alternative tool force formulations
In the foregoing analysis it is assumed for simplicity that 1R and 1~ are directly proport ional to

2. However, other formulations can be used if necessary.
An easy refinement is to represent the power relations of eq 1 and 2 by a straight line and a force

intercept at 2 = 0, such that

IR A R +k R (Q/ r) (27)

f~ ~A 0 +k 9 ( Q/ r) (28)

where A R and A 9 are constants representing the “frict ion” forces when 2 = 0.
Making this substitution, the torque force F5, prev iously expressed by eq 13 and 14, becomes

F - 
mk 8 Ud 

+ mn A -1 /
~ 

d
~~~2neQfr ~~~~~ 0 C05

,,,
~ [ k 8 Ud + ,4~ cos”1 (i _ *)I. (29)

The thrust force on the axle in the travel direction becomes, for upmilling,

H= 
mk6 Ud Ik R R o k R (

~ 
d \ /2R ~~ + 24rwRf [

~~ 
d m k8 \ 

- 

~~
) V1 / 

-

+ mnd l A + A  f2R ~~
~~~L R  e

~~~~~
)

rnk~Ud 
•1(~ .) +~~~~~[ A R +A . (~~i)~I (30)
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where 
~~ 

(dIR) is the dimensionless function of eq 21 or 23 , as displayed in Figure 4. Putting H
in terms of the new va lue of F1, as expressed by eq 29:

Om Ø~ (~
) + !L~L 

~- [ A R~~~ o(~~ _ 1 )”J . (31)

The reaction force on the axle normal to the travel direction becomes, for upmilling,

V =
mk o ud [ k R 

~ 2 d \ _ &  o4irRfr I~~ k W) d m 
~ R ,/ ~~~ /

‘Inind f i 2R~~~z 
A

~~~I~~~~T) -

mk 9 Ud Id \ mnd F A f2R 
~~~~ 32- 

2irRfr 0 2 ) ~~~~~ ’ R -A 0

where 02 (dIR) is the dimensionless function of eq 22 or 24, as displayed in Figure 5. P u t t i n g  V in
terms of the new value of F5, as expressed by eq 29:

V = F1 02 (°‘) - A
;
rnn 

°m 02 (
~
-) + 

~W [A R (
~ 

j i  ~ - A 0 j .  (33)

The general power relations of eq 1 and 2 are not convenient for analytical solutions , since they
lead to integrals that include sin~”~ 0. Numerical solutions are possible, of course , but they have
no great merit for exp loring the performance characteristics of a machine.

Vehicle traction
When a rotary cutting unit is mounted on a self-propelled vehicle, the forward tractive thrust is

usually provided by the net traction of the wheels or crawler tracks . This net traction , which ex-
cludes the motion resistance of the wheel or track system , is known in the field of vehicle technology
as the drawbar pull D~; it gives a measure of the vehicle ’s reserve capacity to pull, push, or climb
slopes. Although the drawbar pull of a vehicle varies considerably with the type of running gear and
with the ground conditions, there is an overall linear correlation with vehicle gross weight W, and
a dimensionless “drawbar coefficient” CD is defined as drawbar pull divided by vehicle weight:

CD =D P / W . (34)

On reasonably firm ground surfaces (including dry snow), CD for track-laying vehicles is typically in
the range 0.3 to 0.8, and under very favorable circumstances it can exceed 1.0. On dry soils, f irm
snow, and pavements, C0 for wheeled vehicles is likely to be in the range 0.1 to 0.6, although higher
values are possible under very favorable circumstances.

For a vehicle that carries a transverse-rotation cutting unit, the normal force between the running
gear and the ground depends on both the vehicle gross weight Wand the vertical thrust force V.
Under ideal conditions, where the pitching moment induced by H and V is small, the drawbar pull

is
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= C9 ( I%’ — V) (35)

noting that V can be positive or negative , as discussed earlier , but following the convention that V
is pos it ive when the machine has to thrust downward into the work.

If D~ reaches a limit before rotor torque T or rotor power 
~ R have reached a limit , then the

machine is unable to realiie its full performance potential. The amount of power represented by
the thrust power PH ( UH) and by the losses in the running gear (including internal and external
motion resistance) is usuall y quite small , so that there is no great difficulty in supplying adequate
power to the tracks. Thus drawbar pull is limited by the tractive efficiency of the running gear ,
which is expressed by C0, and a condition for balanced machine design can be written as

D0~~ H (36)

or , for a machine that has only a small pitching moment from H and V,

C0 ( W —  V) ~ F1 ~
1) i (R , d, k R, k 0)  (37)

where I~ (R, 0, k R, k 0)  is a function defined by eq 21 or 23, or else by some other similar equa-
tion based on different input assumptions. Since V can also be expressed as a multip le of F5 for

given operat ing conditions, as shown in eq 22 and 24, eq 37 can be rewritten as

CD W ~‘ F1 4~ (R , d, k R, k 0 ) — C 0F5~~2 (I?, d, k R, k 0 ) .  ( 38)

This finally becomes, for upmilling:

(39)

and for c limb milling:

Om (
~ 

+i) + (2 )(~~~~ K) (i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I)J (40)

where K = k RIk e.
Conditions 39 and 40 can be evaluated by assuming appropriate values of K and Cd (making

allowance for tooth wear and variation of ground conditions), and by substituting F1 = PR /2lTR f
(.aking maximum power and lowest required rotor speed). Figure 7 shows eq 39 and 40 graphically
for two sets of conditions, one where the teeth are sharp and traction is good, and the other where
the teeth are worn and traction is fairly poor. This provides a clear indication of the weight penalties
incurred by use of poor cutting teeth.

Power/weight ratio
Since gross machine weight is a major determinant of traction capabilities for a self.propelled

machine, it is of interest to know something about typk al power/weight ratios for existing
machines. in Figure 8 the total installed power has been plotted against gross machine weight for
a range of machine types, and proportionality lines have been drawn to represent different levels
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of power/weight ratio . For the equipment covered by the plot, power/weight ratio ranges from
about 0.0025 to 0.01 hp/lbf (0.004 to 0.016 kW/kgf). The lower part of the range covers heavy
carr iers with relatively low-powered cuttcrs , and machines that have a lot of auxiliary equipment ,
such as the gathering arms and conveyors of some mining machines. The upper limit of the range
may be close to the maximum power that can be utilized before traction sets a limit to machine
performance.

Weight and balance

With a cutting rotor on a self.propelled vehicle, it is important that the rotor be mounted in
such a way that the pitching moment developed by the axle force stays within acceptable limits.

An ordinary unmodified tractor is likely
to have its weight WT distr ibuted over the

Vet~icIe running gear in such a way that the center
of gravity is more or less directly above the

( center of area of the track (or wheel) sys-
+ ., H tem. The static balance might be designed

W~ ~ to make the machine slightly nose heavy
Center of Area v to compensate for the small moment

developed by pulling or pushing. A rotary
FIgure 9. Moments affecting the ba/once of a mobile cutting unit attached to the front or rear
machine, of such a tractor immediately disturbs the

static balance, and there are further compli-
cat ions when the rotor begins to operate.

Figure 9 gives a simple diagram of forces and moments. The net vertical force on the drum axle
is the positive cutting force component V minus the weight of the drum attachment W D (assuming
here that the CG of the complete drum asseribly is not far from the drum axle). For the net pitch-
ing moment to be zero, the condition is

WTX 1 — ( V — W D) X 2 — H X 3 =0.  (41)

When V is positive and greater than WD, there is clearly an advantage in having the distance X2 as
short as possible. When V is negative (drum pulling itself into the work) or less than W D, it may be
more convenient to eliminate its moment by having reaction shoes or rollers that restrain the drum
from further penetration. The moment represented by the third term of eq 41 is small if X3 is small .
This will often be the case in practice; in fact , X3 can be negative if diR > I, as it often is during
the operat ion of wheel trenchers. Since HX3 is exactly equivalent to the pulling or pushing loads
that crawler tractors are normally designed to cope with, it is unlikely to cause any problems.

In summary, the moment created by H is not likely to cause much difficulty, since tractors are
designed to accommodate such a moment. The moment arm X2 should obviously be kept as short
as possible, if only for structural reasons. The effect of positive V is partly offset by the drum
weight W0, and with negative V the drum can be fitted with auxiliary running gear (depth limiters)
to provide local reaction against the surface.

Force, torque, speed and power
The energy considerations for cutting machines can be discussed conveniently in terms of the

power consumed in various parts of the system. The power for any component or subsystem can
often be obtained from the product of force and velocity.
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For a single cutt ing tool at any part of its working stroke, the powe r P, is essentia lly the pro-
duct of the tangential force component and the tangential velocity, as discussed in Part 4. If UIu 1
is small , the tangential tool force is approximately f0 and the tangential tool speed is approximately
u1, the tangential velocity of the rotor , so that

P~~ f9u5 . (42)

For the rotor , the net power P~ required for cutting is given by the integrated power consumption
for the individual tools:

= U1 f f0d0 = F5u5 = 2irff . (43)

The net cutting power 
~R usually includes the power needed to accelerate cuttings and to cycle them

against frictional resistance. This is discussed separately in a later section.
The gross power of the cutting rotor includes the power lost in the drive train and the bearings,

and the power lost in overcoming air resistance or fluid resistance. These losses are usually easy
to measure approx imately by running the machine without a cutting load, although bearing friction
is actua lly a function of the cutting load.

The thrust power 
~H that is needed to traverse the rotor through the work is

PH =HU (44)

where H is the horizontal component of the cutting force and U is the traverse speed. On a self-
propelled mobile machine, H sets a minimum requirement for drawbar pull Di,, but there are traction
losses that add to the total power required for traction, If the machine has to c limb a slope , there is
an acditional drawbar force of W sin a, where W is gross vehicle weight and a is the slope angle, and
thus an additional power requirement of WU sin a. If the vehicle sinks or digs in its tracks when
traveling on soft ground, it develops an external motion resistance R , and a correspond ing power
requirement RU. The wheels or tracks also have an internal rolling resistance, even when the vehi-
cle is traveling on firm, flat ground. The internal rolling resistance can be measured by towing the
vehicle on a hard surface, and it can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless resistance coefficient
Cr when the resistance force is divided by the vehicle gross weight. The corresponding power loss is
thus Cr WU. For a tracked vehicle in typical dirty working conditions, C~ might be about 0.1,
whereas for a wheeled vehicle it might be only around 0.02.

Specific energy
The specific energy of a cutting machine is defined here as the energy required to cut unit volume

of material. Using consistent units, specific energy thus has the same dimensions as stress. In
practice, it is rarely convenient to relate energy and volume directly for an operating machine, and
the alternative is to work in terms of time derivatives, defining specific energy as power consumption
divided by the volumetric cutting rate.

The overall specific energy for a complete machine E1-. is based on the total power output of the
machine I’1:

(45)

---
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where i is the volumetric rate of cutting or excavating, i.e.

= UBd. (46)

The total power output 
~~ 

compr ises the rotor power 
~R’ the thrust power 

~ H’ and the power
loss Pi:

= + 
~H +

= 2lrf T-f U H + P L .  (47)

In this context 
~ L is the power that does not contribute directly to the cutting process, as described

in the section on terminology.

The process specific energy E1 for cutt ing is based on the actual power used for cutting or
excavat ing, exc luding 

~L•

P - P  P + P
E =  T I = R H

S

= 2irfr + UH (48)UBd

In many cases, 
~ H is much smaller than 

~R, and therefore it can sometimes be neglected for
practical purposes. This can be demonstrated in the following way:

“H = UH (49)

~ R u1F1 (50)

= .~L~~~ =4 s l ( R , d, k R, ko)  (51)

where 4~ (R, d, k R, k8 ) is the function defined by eq 21 or 23, or some similar function. Figure 4
indicates that H/F5 < 4. Figure 9 of Part 1 shows u~ mainly in the range 300 to 800 ft/mm (1.5 to
4 m/s), and since U is typically in the range 1 to 20 ft/mm (0.005 to 0.1 m/s), U/u i is likely to be
small. The net result is that 

~H’~R will usually be in the range 0.01 to 0.1.
In the resulting simplified form

E5 
2wI7~ 

2irRfF1 ~~ (52)

On machines that have electric or hydraulic drive for the rotor and the tracks, fairly close esti-
mates of 

~R and 
~ H can be made by measuring the power delivered to the rotor or track (1) during

cutting and (2) during operation of rotor and tracks with the rotor disengaged from the work. The
J differences give 

~ R and 
~~~ 

With mechanical drive systems only rough estimates can be made, using
the rated power output of the engine with estimated efficiency factors and deductions for auxiliary
systems driven by the engine. However, for equipment coniparsions and for preliminary design,
even rough estimates of E5 are often very useful.
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According to eq 52, the volumetric cutting rate i~ is proport ional to specific energy E5. Fi gure

10 shows volumetric cutting rate per unit power plotted against specific energy. If E, can be esti-
mated from test results or machine performance analyses, then production rate or required horse-
power can be predicted.

For any given machine wor king in a given type of material , E5 is likely to vary mainly with
chipping depth 2. The maximum and mean values of 2 can be kept constant by varying kinematic
parameters in accordance with eq 2 of Part 1, and consequently it ought to be possible to keep E5
reasonably constant. If E5 is kept constant, then eq 52 predicts that traverse speed U will be
inversely proportional to rotor depth d, as shown in Figure 11.

Efficiency and performance index

It has already been explained in Part 4 that the specific energy for a single cutting tool can be
normalized with respect to the strength of the work material in order to obtain a dimensionless
index that characterizes the efficiency of the tool and the cutting mode. The specific energy of a
complete rotor is a function of the specific energy for its component tools, but it is not necessarily
simply related, since all the tools are cutting to different depths. Nevertheless, a linear correlation
between machine specific energy and rock strength can be expected.

In Figure 12 the specific energy E, has been plotted against uniaxial compressive strength a
~ 

for
a var iety of transverse rotation machines working in various materials. These machines include large
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disc saws wor king in concrete and frozen soils, road planers working in concrete , asphalt and frozen
soils, spec ial drum machines working in ice and frozen soils, and min ing or tunneling machines
working in ice, talc , coal , and various sedimentary rocks. Lines are drawn on the graph to represent
fixed va lues of E5/ a~.

At first sight there may be a tendency to despair over the high scatter of the data, but in fact the
results are both interesting and useful to a designer. The plot indicates that a realistic design goal
is to aim for E5 / a~ 

0.1, and an inspection of the corresponding plot for single drag bit tools pro.
vides support for this conclusion (see Fig. 88 of Part 4). It can also be seen that values of E,/ a~ be-
tween 0.1 and 1.0 are readily attainable. If analysis of performance for a machine shows E,/ a~
approach ing 10 (something that is not uncommon in real life), then there is good reason to suspect
serious fault in the design or the operating procedure. The plotted values that show E,/ a~ 

less than
0.1 are likely to have been obtained under very favorable circumstances , for examp le in cutting
friable coal, wel l fractured roc k, or thermally strained ice.

The dimensionless performance index is useful in preliminary design for estimating power or
performance. A value of E,/ o~ 

can be assumed on the basis of past performance records, as illus-
trated in Figure 12 (e.g. assume E5/ a~ 

= 0.25). From the known or measured value of a~, 
this then

gives E,. If production rate i? has been laid down in some form in the performance specifications,
then net rotor power 

~ R can immediately be estimated. Alternatively, production rate i? or traverse
rate U can be estimated if the net rotor power “R is given.

Power density

The term power density is used here to denote rotor power per unit area of cutting surface. For
a transverse rotation drum of radius R, width B, and power 

~ R’ the power density Q is

Q= PR/R O m B (53)

where °m = coc 1 [1 — (d/ R) J .  Power de!Isity is a useful measure of a machine ’s power level relative
to its dimensions; it is handy for comparing different machines, and for sizing up their probable
capabilities in various kinds of materials, Since Q varies with °m’ i.e. with dIR, it is convenient to
also define a nominal power density for some fixed value of °m’ For typical machines that operate
with dIR < 2, nominal power density QN can be defined for the value °m = iii2:

= 2P~/rrRB. (54)

The performance of a machine would obviously be expected to improve as QN increased, assum ing

that dynamic or kinematic limits are not reached, and it may be of interest to relate power density to
specific energy. The process specific energy E, for the rotor is its net power output divided by the
volumetric excavation rate:

if, = PR/ UdB (55)

where U is traverse speed. Thus, from eq 53—55 ,

Q . . . d U  56-
~
;-
~c

or,
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Figure 13. Usable rotor power plotted against the area of one
quadrant of the rotor for various existing machines. Pmportion-
ality lines give values of nominal power density.

QN -
~~~~

- E 5 (57)

when 0m = ir/2, and UN is the corresponding traverse speed.

Some actua l values of nominal power density QN are shown for various transverse rotation
machines in Figure 1 3. The highest values, up to 40 hp/ft 2 (320 kW/m 2), are achieved by relatively
small machines. In the plot, these are mainly self-propelled disc saws for rock and concrete, and
hand-guided snow blowers; one implication is that material properties may not be the power limitS
ing factor in practica l design. This impression is reinforced by a comparison of power densities for
large rotary snow plows and mining machines.* The data for bucket-wheel trenching machines show
a clear tendency for power density to decrease with increasing machine size, perhaps because of
structural problems. Very large wheel-ditchers that are being developed for work in permafrost
actua lly have only about the same power density as the smallest ditchers designed for work in un-
bonded soils. The lowest values shown in the plot are almost down to 2.5 hp/ft 2 (20 kW/m2), but
since these represent machines that are designed to work at small values of °m’ they tend to be
somewhat misleading,

Snow plow rotors accelerate the cuttings to high tangential velocity, and in some designs the cutting rotor serves
as the election Impeller.
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As a matter of interest , wood-cutting circular saws have very much higher power densities than
the machines represented in Figure 13; QN is typically in the range 200 to 4(X) hp ’1t 2 (1600 to
3200 kW/m 2 ). Diamond saws for cutting roc k and concrete seem to have power densities in (he
same range as lumber saws . Meta l-cutting frict ion saws have extremely high power densities , in the
range 600 to 1 200 hp/ft 2 (about 5000 to 10,000 kW/m 2).

Power requirements for ejection of cutt ings

The cuttings removed by a tool are accelerated to the tool velocity u, and f i n ally ejected at the
tool velocity for the point of exit Ue. This requires energy, the minimum requirements being given
by the kinetic energy imparted to the cuttings. In terms of power , this is

“A = ‘/1 pvu~ (58)

where 
~ A is the power for acce lerating cuttings, p is the in-place density of (he work material , v is

the volumetric production rate (based on in-place volume), and u2 is the tool velocity at the point
of ex it.

In general , tool ve locity u is related to the rotor tangential velocity u~ and the traverse velocity
Uby

u u ~ [i+(4)2 ±2(~ L)cos O J I~’
1 (59)

and when U/u t is small , u u~.

Whether or not 
~ A is significant relative to rotor power 

~ R depends largely on the peripheral rotor
velocity u~ and the specific energy for the cutting process E5

= 
‘/? iiVU~ 

= ~~~~ pu ? (60)

~R E5v 2E5 2E,

For machines that cut rocks, hard ground, and frozen earth mater ials (pu ?/2E 5) is typically in the
range 10~ to 10.’2, so that 

~ A is not really significant compared to other power losses in the sys-
tem. However, for high speed machines cutting weak materials, the same would not be true. Wood-
working saws and rotary snow plows are two examples. Suppose a rotary snow plow is operating
fairly efficiently with 

~5/°~ 
= 0,3. lIthe snow density is 0.4 Mg/m3 (25 Ib/ft 3), 

~ 
might be about

50 lbf/in,2 (0.34 MN/rn2), so that E, would be about 15 lbf/in.2 (0.1 MN/m2). With a 4-ft. (1.22
m) diameter drum rotating at 250 rpm, u~ = 3142 ft/mm (16 m/s). For these numbers (pu~I2E,)
= 0.49, i.e. the power needed for accelerating cuttings is about 50% of the net cutting power 

~R -
Power is also needed to overcome the friction between cuttings and the confining work face.

This does not amount to much when radial accelerations are small, of the same order as the
gravitational acceleration, but for small high speed rotors it could be significant. Ignoring gravity
and assuming that the cuttings scrape over the work face as a coherent mass, the power needed to
overcome friction 

~F is

(61)
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where p is rock-to-rock friction coefficient , p is thc in-place density and R is the rotor radius
(p 12/ R is the radial acceleration). The ratio of friction loss to cutting power is

= 
ppI

~u?/ R 
= 

ppu 12 
(6 2 )

~R E5 i2 E 5R

For typical rock cutting mach ines, 
~F’~R is likely to be less than 1 ~~2 (i.e. PF less than 1% of

and it could be as little as io~ However , for the rotary snow plow described above, 
~ F might be

about

Hydrodynamic resistance in underwater cutting
When a rotating drum device or a belt machine is operating underwater , there is additional re-

sistance and power loss caused by the churning of water. When analy,ing or designing for under-
water wor k, it is necessary to have at least an approx imate estimate of the magnitudes of thcse
effects.

The usual engineering approach to this problem seems to be based on an assumption that each
cutter on a drum or belt behaves as an independent bluff body exposed to an otherwise undis-
turbed f low . This leads to an estimate of hydrodynamic resistance F~ for each tool as

F~ 
= V?CdAPU ? YzCdht WtpU ? (63)

where C~ 
is a drag coeffic ient of order unity, A is the frontal area of the tool and its mount , p is

fluid density, and u~ is tool speed. A pair of “effect ive ” values for tool heighth~ and tool width
w

~ 
have been taken here, such that h~w~ 

= A. These effective values can also be defined in such a
way that tool width w~ is equal to the distance between adjacent parallel cutting t racks w. Follow-
ing this procedure, the mean shear stress r~ that is induced by hydrodynamic drag can be written
as

= V2Cd (h t/S)pu ? (64)

where S is the distance between tracking cutters (see Part 3).
The foregoing approach seems reasonable for cases where cutters are spaced far enough apart to

be clear of each others ’ lee eddies or turbulent wakes (the entire problem is, of course, concerned
entirely with fully turbulent flow and consequent inertial effec ts). In broad terms, one might
expect en 64 to be valid when he/ S < 0.1, since the length of the eddy zone behind a bluff body is
not likely to be more than ten times the minimum transverse dimension of the body. Where this
equation is applicable, the resistance per unit area of belt or drum surface ought to be directly
proportional to ht/5. in cases where tracking cutters are set close together , with h1/ S somewhere
between 0l and 1.0, the effective turbulent wake will reach back to the following cutte r, and re~
duce its effective height for vorte x generation. This interference ought to reduce the shear stress
progressively as he/S increases, since it is equivalent to reduction of the hydrodynamic “roughness
length” that enters into turbulent boundary layer theory. In other words, there ought to be a
critical spacing that gives maximum shear stress, and it is probably related quite closely to the length
of a turbulent wake.

In a review of fluid resistance in open-channel flow, Rouse (1965)’ summarized experimental
data for rough boundaries created by sand and by patterns of cubes and spheres. The effective

• Roes., H, (1965) CritIcal analysis of open-channel resistance. Journel of the Hydreulics Division, Proceedings

I of the An,erk v, Soci.ty ‘if Civil Engineers , vol. 91 , no, HV4 , ~uly, p. 1 ~25.
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roughness was expressed as a funct ion of the area concentration of the roughness elements , and it
was a maximum at area concentrations from 0.1 5 (cubes) to 0.25 (spheres). The roughness elements
we ne arranged in repeating “5-spot ” patterns, such that there was total coverage of the flow width
in each pattern repet ition, which is equivalent to the condition w~ = w assumed in the derivation of
eq 64. This implies that area concentration is directly proportional to the front-to-back dimension
in the direction of flow , wh ich can be labeled .s~ for present purposes. Thus the maximum effective
roughness , and hence maximum shear stress , occurred w hen s i / S was fro m 0.1 5 to 0.25. Because
the roughness elements were all equidimens ional ones, this condition could he rewritten with s e / S =
h1/ S. However , if there is any mer it to the idea that the length of a turbulent wake determines the
limits of interaction , then it might he more consistent to express the critical condition in terms of
the depth and length of the gaps between roughness elements rather than in terms of the height
and spacing of the obstac les when s~ and S are of comparable magnitude (at least for cubic elements) ,

If the critical condition is wr itten in terms of the height of the roughness element and the gap
length (rather than center-to-center spacing), then for equidimensional elements

= = 1 
~- 0 ,15to0 ,25. (65)5 — s ~ S — s 1 S/se — i

The ph ys ical interpretation might be that the length of the eddy zone behind a cubic obstacle is
about seven times the obstacle height, and behind a spherical obstacle about four times the diameter.

A more direct study was made recently by Ismail et al. (1977),’ who measured water flow
res istance as a function of spacing for thin fences set normal to the flow boundary in a conduit.
They found that resistance was greatest with S/h 1 = 7.5, i.e. h1/S 0.13.

Drawing some practical conclusions, it can probably be assumed that the effect ive turbulent
wake of an angular obstacle is not more than about eight times the minimum transverse dimension.
If it is assumed that s~ ~ 

w~, it seems a reasonable guess that eq 64 might be applicable up to a
value of ht / S ~- 10.1. Effect ive tool spacings much close r than this are not likely to occur unless
there are deep transfer scrolls, scrapers, or buckets , or unless the cutting surface has a sort of sand-
paper texture. Lumping together Cd and (h 1/ S) in eq 64, a res istance coefficient Cr can be intro-
duced such that

= ‘/ ~Crpu ?. (66)

The maximum value of Cr is likely to be somewhat less than 10.1 ,since the critical value of h1/ S
is about 10.’l an d Cd is likely to be less than 1.0 (say 0.6 to 0.9). For water flow in very rough
channels, Cr would not be likely to exceed 5x 10 2 . At the other extreme, the smoothest of natural
surfaces have values of Cr about 2.5 xl 0’~ for turbulent flow of both air and water.

The power P~ needed to overcome hydrodynamic resistance against the drum or belt surface is

1’~ ~~~~~~~ = ‘/~C~p~4A~ (67)

where A 
~ 

is the area of the immersed surface. Thus the power density needed to cope with fluid
drag Q

~ 
is

0 Ismail, I., N. Abd LI-Hadi and KS.  Davar (1977) Effects of large roughness on resistance and dispersion In
channe ls. Third National Hydrot echnic al Conference , The Canadian Society for Civil Engineering, Laval University,
Quebec.
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Q
~ 

= P~/A~ 
= V2CrPU~~ 

(68)

For rock-cutting machines, u1 is typically in the range 1 to 4 m/s (200 to 800 ft/m m ). With Cr =
5x 10-2 and the machine operating in fresh water , the corresponding range of Q

~ 
would be 23x10’ 2

kW/m 2 (3x10”3 hp/ft 2) to 1.6 kW/m2 (0.2 hp/ft 2 ). These values of Q
~ 

are based on a surface area
that is, in general, greater than the area used for calculating values of power density that relate to the
cutt ing process. The immersed surface area could be two to four times greater than the area of the
cutting surface. However , even allowing for this, it is clear from Figure 13 that with low speed
drums and belts the fluid drag effects are negligible. At the top end of this speed range, the power
requirements for overcoming fluid drag are just about becoming noticeable.

Wh ile fluid drag is not much of a problem with typical rock-cutting machines, it can become a
significant design factor if high speed rotors are employed, since power increases with the cube of
tool speed. High speed circular saws were once considered as aids for icebreaking vessels, and f lu id
drag was a major consideration.

If high speed disc saws are to be used underwater, the effects of drag on the sides of the disc
might have to be considered. Schlichting (1968)’ treated the problem of a “free ” (i.e. unhoused)
disc creating turbulent motion, the condition for turbulence being Re = u~R/ v < 3x 105 , where Re
is Reynolds number and v is the kinematic viscosity. The torque T~5 created by tangential and
radial fluid flow on both sides of the disc is

= 0.073 Re 115 ( ‘/2 p U ?R3).  (69)

The corresponding power dissipation P,~ is

= T,,,,5w = 0.073 Re 115 (½pu ~R2). (70)

The power dissipation can also be expressed in terms of a power density by dividing P,, 5 by the total
area of both sides of the disc:

~~~~~~~~ 
Q~QZ~. Re 115 (‘/2 pu~). (71)

2srR

To put some numbers on this, Re first has to be evaluated. The kinematic viscosity of water at
+10°C (+50°F) is 1.5 xl o-~ stokes, or cm2/s (1 .4x iO’ ’~ ft2/s). At the lowest tool speed likely to be
used for rock-cutting machines, 1 rn/s or 200 ft/mm , the turbulence condition is met for discs over
0.5 m (1.5 ft) radius.

The power dissipation by drag on the sides of the disc or drum can be compared with the power
dissipation by drag on the cutting surface in terms of power densities by comparing eq 68 and 71:

- 0.0116 Rg 115 2Cr

With the lowest applicable value of Re and the highest conceivable values of C,, Q
~~,

/QW is from 1
to 2. With high values for Re (5 xl 0~ would be a high value for rock-cutting machines), the ratio

• Schllchting, H. (1968) Boundory4ayer theoiy. New York: McGraw .Hll l, 747 p.

k
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Qws/Qw becomes small, so that effects of side shear would only be significant for thin discs, where

the side area greatly exceeds the area of the main cutting surface.

Examples
The following worked examples are given in order to illustrate the application of concepts and

equations outlined in the report. They are based on actual engineering problems, but have been
simplified so as to concentrate on the points raised in this particular report. In real problems the
kinemat ic factors of Part 1 and the tool force aspects of Part 4 have to be considered at the same
time, and practical matters of machine morphology, econom ics, logist ics, and so on have to be
taken into account.

Example 1

A road planer is removing a 75-mm (2.95-in.) layer of concrete pavement in preparation for re-
surfacing on a highway overpass. The transverse-rotation milling drum is 2 m (6.56 ft) long and 1 rn
(3.28 ft) in diameter. It is powered by internal hydraulic motors, and a check of the hydraulic cir-
cuits shows that the drum is drawing 72 kW (96.55 hp) when the machine ~s travers ing at its best
speed of 5 m/min (16.4 ft/mm ). The uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete is 28 MN/rn2
(4060 lbf/ in.2 ). Calculate the specific energy for this cutting operation, and check the performance
index.

The production rate s’ is

= UBd 5x2x0.075

= 0.75 m3/min

2648ft3/min.

The specific energy E
~ is

~ 
J~R = 72x60 ~~~~ V 0.75 m3 m3

= 5.76 MN/rn2

= 835 lbf/in.2

The performance index E5fo~ is

= ~~ = 0.206.
~ 

28

Checking this value against Figure 12, the machine appears to be operating quite efficiently by cur-
rent standards.

Ex~ npIe 2
An upmilling disc saw is to be used for burying telephone and power cables in frozen soils. The

saw diameter is 2.1 rn (6.89 ft), and the cable trench has to be 0.75 m (2 46 ft) deep. Depth of
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freeze in the ground is expected to exceed 1 m (3.28 ft). Maximum working torque for the saw is
12 kN-m (8851 lbf-ft) when the disc is turning at the maximum operating speed of 30 rpm. From
previous experience it is known that the cutting teeth undergo rapid initial wear , causing K to in-
crease to a value of approximately 2. The saw is mounted on a light tractor that has pneumatic
tires, and the tractor is expected to operate on surfaces that may be lightly snow-covered , icy, or

slic ked by surface thaw. The gross weight of the rig is 4000 kg (8820 Ib). Calculate the traction
and vertica l reaction requirements for maximum performance, discuss the limiting performance
factors and, if necessary, suggest what changes might be made.

During maximum performance operation, the torque force F
~ 

is

F T _ 1 2 x 2  =

= 2570 ibf.

The horizontal and vertical axle forces H and V are calculated from eq 21 and 22, noting that
the disc saw is upmilling, d/ R = 0.7143, k R /k o = K = 2, and U rn = coc 1 (1 — (dIR)] = 1.281 rad :

H = 2.053 F~ 
= 23.46 kN

= 5275 lbf

V=0 .5807 F~ 
= 6.637 kN

= 1492 lbf.

The tractor has to develop a drawbar pull of 23.5 kN in order to utilize the available power.
Ignoring for the time being the uplift effect of V, the approximate value of the required drawbar
coefficient C0 is

CD = 23.46
4000x9.807x10 3

= 0.598 0.6.

If the uplift effect of V is taken into account without immediately considering its moment, the
required value of CD is

C - 23.46 -072D 4* 9.807—6.637

These are very high values of C~, and they are not likely to be consistently attainable by rubber
tires on slick surfaces.

If the machine is to operate efficiently, drawing full power, then it is necessary to increase the
traction or decrease the cutting forces.

Increasing traction is largely a matter of increasing the vehicle weight, and it is probably not
feasible to do this to the required extent (the basic vehicle is likely to be carrying ballast already).
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An alternative is to lower the cutting forces by increasing the disc speed f and thereby decreasing
F1. Torque T and rotor speed fare inversely related for constant power level PR :

= 2irfT = 2irRfF
~.

If (were to be increased from 30 rpm to 45 rpm, then F1, H and V would all decrease by a factor
of 2/3. The simple estimate of C0, which was previously 0.6, would drop to 0.4. The second esti-
mate , roughly taking account of V, would drop to 0.45. The cost of this improvement would be an
increase in tool speed u1, from 3.30 m/s (649 ft/ mm ) to 4.95 rn/s (974 ft / mm ). This might lead to
more rapid tool wear , and it would certa inly have to be accommodated in the kinematic design (see
Part 1) to assure that chipping could be kept within efficient limits. The required modification
would probably be an increase of peripheral spacing between trac king cutters.

Because a drawbar coefficient of 0.45 is a bit optimistic for a wheeled vehicle in the conditions
described in the question , it wou ld be necessary to strive for every marginal improvement — increase
of disc speed, increase of vehic le weight as far as possible , and use of tire chains. A better alternative
might be to use a heavier tracked machine.

Example 3

A submar ine cutterhead dredge is being designed for bury ing undersea pipelines in stiff clay.
The machine rides on the pipe that is to be buried, cutting a trenc h by slot milling with a single
vertical axis rotor. The rotor diameter is 1.6 m, and the trench ing depth is 1 .8 m. Proposed rotor
speed is 35 rpm, with available power of 150 kW at this speed. Wit h adequate dredge pumps to
handle the spoil , the machine is expected to trench at a rate of 150 m/hr in clay that has a shear
strength of 100 kN/m2 . Comment on the proposed power level, and estimate the required traction
force and the side force on the pipe.

The power density of the cutterhead, based on the full cutting surface, is

irx0 .8x 1.8 
= 33.2 kW/m 2 = 4.14 hp/ft 2.

This is comparable to the nominal power density of low-powered soil trenchers designed for work
on land.

Neglecting for present purposes the power lost by fluid drag, the spec ific energy corresponding
to progress at 150 m/hr is E5 = 1.25 MN/m 2 (Mj /m 3) = 181 lbf/in.2 A correlation between E~ and
strength is not presently available for ductile soils, so performance index cannot be checked. It
might be noted that o

~ 
is about twice the simple shear strength (octahedral shear stress =

and by this token E5/a~ seems very high for the proposed machine (about 6).

Assur.~ing that the entire rotor power of 1 50 kW is used for cutting, the torque force F1 is

F =  
1’R - 150 x 60

2irRf 2irx0.8x35

=5l. l6i~~~ = .~J - = k N
m m

= 11,500 lbf.
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The torque reaction T that has to be provided by the pipe-riding carriage is RF1, i.e. 40.9 kN-m or
30,200 Ibf-ft.

The required tractive thrust H for moving the cutter ahead under full power is given by eq 21 or
23 as

H = K ~ L F1 =0.7854x5 1 .16K

= 40. 18KkN

= 9032 Ibf.

In the case of a soil cutter, K could be less than unity, but a value of K = 1 might be taken for
design planning.

The side thrust on the pipe V when the cutterhead is developing full power is given by eq 22 or
24, or else by Figure 5, as

V = ± 
~~ 
F~ = ± 0.7854x51 .16 = 40.18 kN

= 9032 1bf.

This is a substantial side force that has to be resisted by the flexural rigidity of the pipe, or by some
auxiliary stabilizing device.

Example 4
A very big wheel-ditcher is being developed for work in frozen ground, shale, and weathered

bedrock. The wheel is 17 ft (5.18 m) in diameter, and its cutting width is 6 ft (1 .83 m). The
anticipated digging depth for normal operation is 8.5 ft (2.59 m), but it could range between 4.5 ft
(1.37 m) and 9.5 ft (2.90 m). Power available to the wheel at the governed rpm of the diesel will
be 850 hp (634 kW). The wheel speeds for cutting in hard ground will be 75 , 9.4 and 11.2 rpm,
and there will be no torque limitation other than that of available power. The wheel is to have 20
buckets. The seven cutting teeth on the lip of each bucket are spaced apart, such that the teeth on
one bucket track in the gaps left by the preceding bucket, with the tooth pattern repeated on every

second bucket (ignore the practical complications of gauge cutters for this example). Calculate and
commen t on the power density of the machine, and est imate tooth forces for the various working
options.

The nominal power density of the wheel, based on cutting to a depth equal to the radius, is

= = irx8..~~6 106h p1ft2

= 85.1 kW/m2 .

According to Figure 13, this is appreciably hlgher than the common range of power densities for
typical soil ditchers, and comparable to some mining machines.

The maximum value of the time averaged tooth force is, from eq 18,
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~
- _ ...~~~~.. (2R / d —1 ) ~’

‘°) ma,c mnf R

In the present case, m 14, n = 10, and the total number of teeth mn = 140. Note that in this
calcu lation it is the tota l number of teeth that enters, although the teeth must be set in an orderly
array without variation of the peripheral spacing between tracking cutters. The rotor power 

~ R is
850 hp, or 2.805* i0~ ft-lbf/min.

The estimated tooth forces for the various operating conditions are as follows.

Digging 
Ibfdepth _________________________

(ft) 7.5rpm 9.4rpm 11.2rpm

4.5 5238 4179 3508
8.5 3143 2508 2105
9.5 2793 2228 1870

These are all manageable forces for robust cutting teeth, but force fluctuations caused by the
chipping of rocklike material could induce peak values several times higher than the time averaged
values estimated above. Force fluctuations depend partly on the compliance of the tool and its
mounting.

Example 5

A monopod platform for offshore oil drilling in arctic waters is under consideration. The
cylindrical vertical column is to be fitted with a revolving collar and cutting teeth, so that thrust
forces from moving ice can be relieved by slot milling. The cutting collar is to be set near the
operational waterline with a working depth of 5 m and an effective diameter of 8 m. Maximum ice
velocity relative to the structure is expected to be 2 knots, or 1.03 m/s. Calculate: 1) the required
cu tter power, 2) the magnitude and direction of the maximum cutting force, 3) the variation of
cutting force with rotor speed.

The design production rate s) is given by the product of the cutter diameter (2R), the cutter height
(B) , and the maximum feed rate (U), i.e.

v = 2 Rx B x U

= 8x5x 1.03 = 41.2 m 3/s

= 1455 ft3/s

= 3233 yd3/min!

The required net rotor power P1,~ can be calculated If a good estimate of specific energy E5 can
be made, front prior tests, from special tests, or from strength data and assumed values of the
performance index EJu~. For Ice, there have been numerous tests of drilling tools, chain and disc
saws, and chipping drums, as well as laboratory cutting experiments. It has been shown that with
sharp tools chipping deeply, E1 can be less than 100 lbf/in.2, or less than 690 kJ/m 3 . Under ordinary
operational conditions, well designed machines have given values of 100 to 500 Ibf/in.2 (0.69 to
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3.45 MJfm 3 ) when operated properly. By contrast , poorly adapted machines have given values of
F5 exceeding 1700 Ibf/in.2 (over 12 MJ/m 3). In the absence of special test data, it will be assumed
tJ~at a large machine with proper kinematic design (see Part 1) and well maintained cutting teeth
can achieve a value of E5 = 200 lbffin.2 (1.38 MJfm 3). Taking o, = 1200 lbf/in.2, or 8 MNfm2,
for high loading rates, this value of E5 is equivalent to a performance ratio E5/o~ of 0.17, which is
not unreasonable.

With E~ 1.3~ MJ/m3,

= E5 i>

= 1.38x41.2 MJ/s

= 56.9 MW

76,200 h p.

Str ictly speaking, this is the net cutting power; the gross power 
~ T’ including hydrodynamic

resistance and drive system losses, could well reach appreciably higher values, of the order of
100,000 hp or 75 MW. The power density corresponding to 76,200 hp (56.9 MW) is 113 hp/ft 2,
or 0.91 MW/rn2 . It is questionable whether such high power density is practicable on a very large
mechanism.

Real life proposals have featured bigger systems, but assumed smaller power requirements. One
scheme called for monopod diameters up to 52 ft (15.9 m), ice thickness (representing pressure
ridges) up to 52 ft (1 59 rn), and ice velocity between 4’/2 and 5!/ ~ knots (2.3 and 2.8 mIs ). The
maximum power envisaged was 60,000 hp (44,700 kW), which implies values of EST of 9 to 11
lbfjin.2 (63 to 77 kJ/m3). Assuming that E5 is about 80% of EST, and taking o~ for high speed ice
cutting as 1200 lbff in.2 (8 MN/rn2), the implied value of the dimensionless performance index
E,/o~ is 0.0061 to 0.0074. At the present state of technology, these are not credible values. The
implied power densities (10 to 14 hp/ft 2, or 76 to 113 kW/m 2) are realistic, but the projected
performance is mind boggling (i) up to 56,000 yd3/min).

To calculate thrust forces, a value of K for the cutting teeth has to be assumed, and further
assumptions have to be made about the relation between tool force and chipping depth. For this
application, it ought to be possible to have aggressive teeth chipping deeply, and it ought to be
possible to maintain the teeth in a sharp condition. Thus it will be assumed that tool force is
proportional to chipping depth, and that K = 1. Accepting these assumptions, the force components
on the cutting ring can be read directly from Figure Sa, or calculated from eq 21-24, taking dIR = 2:

.~L = K~~~= 0.7854

= ±0.7854.

This means that with K = 1 the thrust force on the structure will be at 450 to the direction of
ice movement. Whether It is angled to right or left depends on the direction of rotation. With
hIgher values of K (I.e. blunter teeth), H would increase, V would be unaffected, and the resultant
force would be closer to the direction of ice movement. If the rotor were to be split into two
counter rotating rings, V could be canceled out.
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The absolute values of H and V depend on the value of F,, which varies with rotor speed:

F _ T _
~~~~

_ 1’R _ “R
R u~ 2irRf wR

= 56.9 = 14.23 MN4o ~

when ,~ is in rad/s. In working man’s Units:

F = 76.200x3 .3x104
~ 2irx4x3 ,28xf

= 3.05x107 lbff

when I is in rpm. The thrust forces are

H= V 0.7854 F, = 2.4x107 lbf

= 191 MN .

With a single rotor, the resultant force is~/~H, or 3.39x101/flbf , or 151/f MN.
The selection off depends on a number of factors, including torque capabilities, kinematic

factors, hydrodynamic drag, and cutting clearance considerations. Torque should be no great
problem with ring gear drive, although torque reaction could create difficulties. Kinematic factors
can be handled with proper design (see Part 1). To minimize fluid resistance it is desirable to hold
down I, but to clear cuttings it might be necessary to have fairly high speed. On mining and con-
struction machines, u, (i.e. 2nRt) is usually between 102 and 1O~ ft/mm (0.5 and 5 m/s), but at
the same time LI/u, is typically of the order of 10-2 , and only rarely as high as 10-1.

Taking U/ui = 101, u~ = 2026 ft/mm (10.3 mis) , or 20 knots. The correspond ’ig value of f is
24.6 rpm, and the resultant thrust force for one-way rotation is 1.38*106 Ibf (689 tons), or 6.14
MN. With U/u, = 1 and u~ = 202.6 ft/mm (2 knots), f is 2.46 and the resultant thrust force for one-
way rotation is 13.8x 106 Ibf (6890 tons), or 61.4 MN. With one-way rotation the torque reaction
T is F,R, which amounts to 1.63 x107 lbf-ft (22.1 MN-rn) for f = 24.6 rpm and 1.63*1 ~8 Ibf-ft
(fli MN-rn) for I = 2.46 rpm.

The task of maneuvering and holding a dynamically stabilized platform against such forces and
torques would seem to be formidable. As a rough rule-of-thumb, tugs and icebreakers develop
bollard pulls of about 15 to 30 lbf/hp (90 to 200 N/kW) , which suggests that power requirements
for a dynamic stabilizing system would be very great.

The reader is Invited to repeat the exercise using the values actually proposed for a dynamically
stabilized semi-submersible arctic drilling rig, These were: column diameter 26 to 52 ft (7.93 to
15.9 m), ice thickness up to 52 ft (15.9 m), movement velocity 4Yi to 5~ knots (2.3 to Z8 mis).
(Note: it was expected that gross power would be 20,000 to 60,000 hp — see Oil week , 18 Novem-
ber 1974.)
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